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Abstract 
This paper considers the problem of optimal constant due-date 
assignment and sequencing of jobs in a single-machine shop. We formulate 
the problem as a general constrained optimization problem and apply the 
Kuhn-Tucker conditions to find the optimal solution which is shown to be 
independent of the job sequence. 
Introduction 
Research on due-date assignment and scheduling is abundant. The 
popularity of due-date scheduling research stems from the fact that the 
scheduling problems are theoretically challenging while the accurate 
assignment of order due-dates is practically significant. An extensive 
survey of scheduling research involving the due-date assignment decision 
has been presented by Cheng and Gupta (1988). 
Problem Formulation 
Let N = (1,2,..., n} be a set of n independent jobs to be processed on a 
single machine under the common assumptions listed in Baker (1974). Each 
job i is assigned a due-date di = Si + k, Vi E N, where Si is the time at which 
the machine starts processing job i and k is a waiting allowance common 
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undetermined multipliers. Applying the Kuhn-Tucker theories to (5) we 
obtain the following necessary optimality conditions for V[i] E N 
k&/ak = 0 * k(a + Cl <i&$1) = 0 
WaE[i] 2 0 * w[i] _ X[i] 2 0 
E[@BE[i] = 0 * E[i](W[i] _ $1) = 0 
X/JT[i] 2 0 j W[i] + l”[i] 2 0 
T[i]aUaT[i] = 0 * T[i](W[i] + $1) = 0 
al+] = 0 * k + T[i] _ Eii] - $1 = 0 
It is easy to see from (6)~(12) that the following results hold: 
Result I: wi 2 iii 2 - wit Vi E N. 
Result 2 EiTi = 0, Vi E N, i.e. if Ei > 0, Wi = Ii and Ti = 0; if Ti > 0, wi = -hi 
and Ei = 0. 
Result 3: There exists at most one job in o with both Ei = 0 and Ti = 0. 
On the basis of the above results, we can establish the following 
theorem 
Theorem 7: For any job i E N, let s(i) = (j: tj < ti, i # j, Vj E N) and S(i) = (j: 
(6) 
(7) 
(6) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
tj 2 $, i # j, Vj E N}. The optimal constant waiting allowance k* is 
sequence-independent and is equal to one of the job processing times. That 
Optimal constant due-date assignment 
among the jobs. Also let the subscript [i] denote the job in position i in o, 
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then ‘[iI* [I]’ [I] E . T . and Cji] are respectively the processing time, earliness, 
tardiness and completion time of the job in position i of cr. The objective 
function to be minimized is 
f(ko) = ak + xl <i<nW[i] I C[i] -$1 I (1) 
where a > 0 is the duedate assignment cost per unit time. It is easy to see 
that if arl , the problem has a trivial solution k* = 0, so we assume 0 s a c 1. 
(1) can be formulated as a general constrained optimization problem as 
follows: 
min f(k,o) = ak + Cl <i<nw[i]{ E[i] + T[i]} 
subject to 
k + T[i] _ E[i] = ‘[i] 
(2) 
V[i] E N (3) 
V[i] E N (4) 
Optimal Constant Waiting Allowance 
The associated Lagrangian function of the constrained optimization (2) 
is 
L(k,o,E,TA) = ak + ~l<i<nw[i](E[i] + T[i]} 
+ z1 silnk[i]Ik + T[i] - E[i] _ $11 
where E = (Ei, Vi E NJ and T = {Ti, Vi E N} are the sets of earliness and 
tardiness values, respectively; X = (Xl, 312, .. . , 1,) is the set of Lagrangian 
(5) 
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is, k* = tr for some r E N such that 
a + tic s(r)wi - cis S(r)+{r}Wi I O and 
a + %s(r)+{r)Wi - ci.5 S(r)wi 2 O 
Proof of Theorem I: It is easy to establish that in general there always 
(13) 
exists an on-time job, i.e. a job with both Et = Ti = 0. So from (12), k* = t, 
for some r E N. Since k* > 0, we have, by virtue of (7) and Results 2and 3, 
lir = a + % s(r)wi _ %c S(r)wi (14) 
On applying Result 7 to (14), condition (13) follows immediately. It is 
easy to see that the objective function f(k,o) and the feasible solution set 
defined by the constraint sets (3) and (4) are both convex, so the 
Kuhn-Tucker conditions are both necessary and sufficient. Since k* satisfies 
the Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions and is independent of job sequence, it 
is a minimum solution and this completes the proof. 
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